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Editorial
INminiature (previously News
& Views) is the official magazine of IPMS New South
Wales.
Contributions are warmly invited. All due care is taken for
material offered, however neither the editorial staff nor
IPMS New South Wales accepts any responsibility. Acceptance of material does not
signify a guarantee that it will
be published.
Except where noted, all material in INminiature remains the
copyright of the author, editors
and IPMS NSW. Reproduction
of any material is prohibited
without written permission of
the copyright holders.

Volume 16 No. 1

My God!! he's managed to produce another issue of our Club Magazine 'in Miniature'. This being issue
16/1 starts the new volume for 2002, which will be distributed on CDs separate to vol 15, the intention to
have each volume (of 4 issues) distributed on its own CD. As usual I have to thank the people who have
made the main contributions to this issue - Mick Mirkovic, Ryan Hamilton, Phil Hastie and Wally Civitico
who contributed material towards the PC-9/A and Macchi articles (plus reviews in Ryan's case). Mick Elst
for taking all of the 430+ model photos that are in this issue and giving permission to use them in the club's
publication and Gary Wickham for formulating the Auto-running main menu that starts up the CD and for the
layout that is used in the Reviews.
This issue includes another comprehensive set of articles on the Pilatus PC-9/A in local training service at
2 FTS and Macchi MB326Hs in service with 25 Sqn RAAF. The series of articles on the Spitfire Mk.VIII in
RAAF service returns in this issue with a look at 54 Sqn RAF. We finally have the first part of the promised
Twin Otter material (more to come later). Also in this issue courtesy of Mick Elst are photos of ALL the models that were at the Nov Annual competitions (I was only able to run the results last issue as I had not time
to download the photos at that stage), plus the Feb and Mar meetings.
The PC-9/A painting instructions mentioned at one point cannot be included in the main body of the magazine due to the large A3 size of the originals. I would have to reduce them to such a small size to fit them in
that it would not be practical to try and read them. Therefore they are available on separate photocopies for
those interested.
Next issue I hope to have some RAN Macchi schemes (nicest Macchi scheme of the lot in my opinion) plus
some more Spits and maybe the MiG-19 stuff will finally see the light of day. Other content will depend on
whatever happens to come my way in the meantime. Finally as always, all and any material that you can
contribute to this publication would be appreciated, especially things such as reviews etc.
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Front Cover:
Beautiful photo of A7-081
posed as only RAAF photographers can do. Note the
non standard style of the
number on the tip of the vertical tail.
Photo RAAF via Phil Hastie
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Macchi 326 A7-25 of 25 Sqn pictured at Pearce in 1998. Photo Mick Mirkovic
This is Part 4 of a series of articles dealing with the various aircraft
that 25 Sqn have flown over their history. This particular part features
the final scheme worn by the unit's Macchis. The Yellow arrowhead
flashes were added to the Macchi camouflage schemes during the
period covered in this article (1997-1998), to aid in spotting the aircraft while flying around the crowded airspace at Pearce AFB where
they were based.
The Sqn was returned to Reserve status (non-flying) on May 4th
1998, the aircraft and permanent RAAF personnel were then used to
form 79 Sqn RAAF for the 4th time (79 Sqn previously flew Spitfires,
Sabres and Mirages). (Ed note - Parts 1 & 2 covering the periods
1939-1959 & 1990-1991 appeared in 'New & Views' issues 1 & 2 /Vol
10 from 1993. Part 3 which I am holding a copy of covering the
1930s period will appear sometime shortly in an issue of 'IN miniature').

&2/2856

The following airframe colours are common to both schemes unless
otherwise noted. For a fuller discussion of the colours and some
links to useful online Refs see the other 25 Sqn article in this issue:
Cockpit - Medium Grey with Black dials
Ejection Seat - Black with Black & Dark Brown cushions
Anti Glare panel - Black
Arrowhead Flashes - Golden Yellow BS381C /356
Exhaust Pipe - Dull Natural Metal
Nose Cap & area below Tailplanes - Stainless Steel
Serials and Tail Tip numbers - White
Leading edges of Flying Surfaces (Wings & Tailplanes) - Astrocoat
7200 Anti-abrasive finish (Full Gloss Dark Sea Grey)

Top: A7-16 pictured at Pearce in 98 in the overall
FS36118 scheme. Lower:A7-025 (3 tone scheme) and
A7-096 (overall FS 36118). Photos Mick Mirkovic
The International Plastic Modelers Society, New South Wales Branch, Australia, or IPMS New South Wales is a group of enthusiasts devoted to the
pursuit and promotion of plastic modeling. The club meets on the 4th Saturday of each month, except December when the meeting is held on the 3rd
Saturday. Meetings start at 1:00 PM and are held at
Ryde City Bowling Club
Blaxland Road
Top Ryde NSW

Visitors are always welcome to these meetings and see the competitions,
workshops and other various activities held by the club for people of all ages
and varying levels of skill in plastic modeling.
If you would like further information, please phone (02) 9692 8040 or
write to :
IPMS New South Wales
c/o P.O. Box 949
Glebe NSW
Australia 2037
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Two more photos of A7-025 taken at Pearce. Photo left shows the layout of the upper wing flashes and the large 33"
wing roundels. Note that the upper surface colours are quite faded with age on this machine . Right shows details of
nose markings. Photos Mick Mirkovic
3 Tone Scheme - (Semi Gloss when new, the paint progressively
goes Matt when weathered)
Upper - Dark Sea Grey BS381C / 638 & Olive Drab BS381C / 298
Lower - Light Gull Grey BS381C / 627
Markings and Roundels - Red/ White/ Blue
Dark Gray Scheme - Overall - Gunship Grey - FS36118
Markings and Roundels - Red/ White/ Blue
The layout of the 25 Sqn tail markings on the Macchis is illustrated by
the attached photo by Mick Mirkovic. The Swan is Black and it has an
Orange beak and eye. There are 3 Dark & Light Blue waves beneath
the Swan. The markings were on a White circular background outlined in Black. The whole lot is placed on a Yellow BS381C /356
stripe with Black outlines top and bottom (in this late period this is all
superimposed on the Yellow Arrowhead Flashes).

0RGHOV
The recommended ones are 1/72 scale by Supermodel and 1/48
scale by Esci. Both are not easy to obtain at the moment locally. If
using the Esci kit you will have to obtain 90 Gallon wingtip tanks to
replace the 30 Gallon ones in the kit.

'HFDOV
Apparently according to Mick, Halo Decals released a sheet of

 

25 Sqn tail markings being applied to A7-025 in an earlier
period before the Golden Yellow high vis flashes were
applied. Photo Mick Mirkovic
decals for Macchis of 25 Sqn. As Halo are out of business, you are
going to have to hunt to find them (Halo's stuff was never very widely
distributed in the first place anyway).
Hawkeye Decals are in the process of releasing six new sheets of
Macchi decals as this is written in Apr 2002. Unfortunately they appear to have done just about every unit that operated Macchis in
camouflage apart from 25 Sqn. Hopefully Steve Evans from Hawkeye
can be convinced to rectify this in the short term

     

 

Overall Gunship Grey FS36118. White serials and numbers on tip of tail. Red/ White/ Blue roundels (six positions) and tail
flashes. Golden Yellow BS381C / 356 arrowheads on wings (upper and lower) and tail planes.
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Dark Sea Grey BS381C / 638 & Olive Drab BS381C / 298 upper surfaces with Light Gull Grey BS381C / 627 lower surfaces. White serials and
numbers on tip of tail. Red/ White/ Blue roundels (six positions) and tail flashes. Golden Yellow BS381C / 356 arrowheads on wings (upper and
lower) and tail planes (also see upper view). For other colours see article text.

 

     





Starboard side view of the same machine showing the pattern on the reverse side.

Top view of the Macchi scheme complete with Yellow high vis Arrowhead Flashes as applied to machines in the Dark Sea Grey/ Olive Drab scheme (such as A7-025). The pattern is typical for Macchis ,
but please note that it varied a fair bit between individual airframes. The Astrocoat application to the
leading edges should also be noted.
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54 Sqn Spit Mk.VIII named 'Jayne'. This is probably not DL-J A58-327 as it has Green/Brown upper surfaces. The hook that
you can see under the fuselage fits at the rear of the Slipper Tank when it is fitted. Photo RAAF Official

+,6725<

54 Sqn received their first few Mk.VIII Spitfires to replace the Mk.Vs
that they had previously operated in Mar 1944 but the bulk of their aircraft did not arrive till May/June. All of these aircraft were in the A58300 to 550 range and were the LFMk.VIII model (there were a few
FMk.VIII machines also in that serial range). The Sqn remained
based at Darwin till the end of WWII, making up No.1 Fighter Wing
RAAF with 2 further RAF Sqns (548 & 549), after 452 and 457 Sqns
were transferred to 80 Fighter Wing once the 2 new units (548 & 549)
arrived in Mid 1944. All 3 Sqns were officially disbanded at the end of
the war (Oct 45), the last commander of 54 Sqn being S/Ldr K.B.
Nicholson .

DL-R A58-500 showing typical low contrast Dark
Green/Dark Earth upper surface scheme

&2/2856
As stated the aircraft operated were in the A58-300 to 550 range. Recent research has shown that these aircraft were mostly received in
Dark Green/ Dark Earth upper surfaces with Medium Sea Grey lower
surfaces. As this is similar to the standard RAAF scheme of Foliage
Green/ Earth Brown, they were normally left in those colours until they
needed major servicing with only the lower surfaces being repainted
in the RAAF colour of Sky Blue.
A fairly large number of further machines were received in the Desert
scheme of Dark Earth/ Midstone upper surfaces with the lower surfaces in several different shades of Blue. Despite what may have
been written elsewhere, there is little photographic evidence that airframes in this scheme which was totally unsuited to the operating
conditions in the NWA theatre, were used operationally by the Sqns.
In fact DL-W drawn in this article is the ONLY Spit Mk.VIII that there
is evidence of seeing service in these colours.
Aircraft in the desert scheme were repainted before being issued for
service by replacing the Midstone portion of the camouflage with Foliage Green. The lower surfaces could be either repainted in Sky Blue
at the same time or left in their original colours (and it is virtually impossible to tell in photos). A close look of the available photos showed
a 2 colour upper surface scheme on every occasion where a com-
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DL-J A58-327 appears to show a single upper surface
scheme i.e Foliage Green.
plete scheme is available, except DL-J A58-327 and the desert
scheme machine DL-W. Thus we can assume that all the aircraft
drawn are in Dark Green or Foliage Green / Dark Earth schemes except for the 2 noted above.

DL-V included to show the style of 'DL' with stencil
breaks used on many aircraft
It is known that 1 Fighter Wing RAAF favoured a scheme of overall
Foliage Green uppersurfaces with Sky Blue lowersurfaces in the last
12 months of the war. This scheme is the same as the one favoured
by 452 Sqn for most of their Mk.VIIIs in 1945. Unfortunately photos of
1 Fighter Wing aircraft in this time period are virtually non existant. I
did have a couple in the collection (see this page) that obviously show
this scheme but they are not of a complete machine that I could draw.
The only other possibility is DL-J A58-327 (illustrated to right) which
appears as though it might have a one colour upper surface scheme
as I could not locate any camouflage demarcation lines but this one is
not certain.

Only two photos I located of an 'A' flight machine with
White Spinner. Note single colour uppers

Code letters were applied in Medium Sea Grey for the 'DL' Sqn code
and White for individual letters on all schemes with serials in either
Medium Sea Grey or Black (see individual drawings). A Flight probably used White Spinners and B Flight Red. The shape of the 'DL' was
not the same on all aircraft (see photos and drawings), and on some
machines was applied with a stencil, the stencil breaks not being filled
in later. The 4 cannon machine reputedly flown by the Sqn commander at one stage has a Black Spinner which is probably only used
on the leaders machine.
The upper surface colours were usually carried well down the side of
the nose panels. Note however that there is no evidence that these
colours were ever carried down onto the side of the Vokes air filter
intake as they were in some other units. White wing leading edge
stripes and sometimes White cannon barrels were often carried, but
not in all cases. Most aircraft carried 32" fuselage roundels with the
Scheme is Foliage Green over Sky Blue lower surrelatively small White centres although there are a couple of excepfaces. Note worn White leading edges
tions amongst those drawn. Both 32" and the larger 56" upper wing
roundels can be noted in photos, so unless you have a photo of this
area, it is impossible to say with certainty what may be used on any the cockpit as per 'Jayne' (see Page 6). Such markings were fairly
individual machine.
common on the Sqn's previous Spit Mk.Vs and there is no reason to
doubt that it would have continued on the Mk.VIIIs. Unfortunately
A number of machines probably carried individual markings below there is very little photographic evidence of such markings available.
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Overall Foliage Green scheme with Sky Blue lower surfaces. Spinner Red with Medium Sea Grey 'DL' codes and
White individual letter. The Black serials are in a non standard stencil style. See photo on page 6.
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2 photos of DL-W, the only known Mk.VIII to have seen
service in Australia while still painted in desert camouflage.

     5 $
$ 'DUZLQ 



Standard Dark Green / Dark Earth scheme with Sky Blue lower surfaces. Spinner could be either Red (or Yellow as claimed by Pentland) in the
photo on P.7 (I have used Yellow on the drawing as it looks different). Medium Sea Grey 'DL' codes and White letter R. Medium Sea Grey serials.
No White wing leading edges.

 

     





Starboard side view of the same machine showing the pattern on the reverse side.
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Desert scheme of Dark Earth / Midstone upper surfaces with Azure Blue lower surfaces. Spinner
Red with Medium Sea Grey 'DL' codes and White individual letter. See photos on this page.



     = $
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Standard Dark Green / Dark Earth scheme with Sky Blue lower surfaces. Spinner Red with Medium Sea Grey 'DL' codes and White individual
letter. Serial A58-391 in Black. No White wing leading edges and 32" upper wing roundels on this machine. See photos on next page.
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4 cannon aircraft reputedly flown by the C.O. It has been
claimed that it was flown by S/Ldr Gibbs in Apr 1944 but
that cannot be correct as he left the Sqn in Jan 44.

$ 
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Standard Dark Green / Dark Earth scheme with Sky Blue lower surfaces. Spinner Red with Medium Sea Grey 'DL' codes and White individual letter. Note the fuselage roundel with large White centre as per photo below.
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Standard Dark Green / Dark Earth scheme with Sky Blue lower surfaces. Spinner Red with Medium Sea Grey 'DL' codes and White individual letter. Serial A58-480 in Black. No White wing leading edges. See photo on this page below.

2 more photos (of DL-U and DL-Y) of machines painted
in the standard Dark Green / Dark Earth/ Sky Blue
scheme.
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2 photos of DL-Z A58-391 after an accident. This machine has 32" upper wing roundels.
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As mentioned in the last issue, the major use that the RAAF puts its PC-9s
to is for it's pilot training programme. The units involved in this activity are
2 FTS (Flying Training School) at Pearce W.A (which trains pilots) and
CFS (Central Flying School) at Sale Vic which trains the instructors.
The original 2 FTS scheme had the upper fuselage, fin and rudder painted
White with the lower half of the fuselage and the entire Spinner in Orange.
The upper and lower surfaces of the outer wings are White with the inner
portions in Orange. Serial numbers, the 'last 2' on the nose and the anti-glare
panel in front of the cockpit are Black. Wing walk areas (both wings) are
also Black.
Standard RAAF 'Roo' roundels are carried in six positions with angled Red/
White/Blue tail flashes either side of the fin. The makers title 'HDH PC-9/A'
is carried in Black on the fillet forward of the vertical tail on both sides initially (later they seem to have been removed). This is what is known as the
basic 'Fanta Can' scheme. See photos of A23-024 & A23-047 on P.11.

10
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As noted last issue (courtesy of Ryan Hamilton) Airframe colour details are
as follows:
Cockpit - Pale Green with Black dials
Ejection Seat - Black with Dark Green cushions
Ejection Seat Triangles - Red with White lettering
Undercarriage - Natural Metal
Undercarriage Bays - White
Propeller Forward side - Dull Natural Metal with White/Red/White tips
Rearward side - Black (NO tip colour)

Left: Photo of starboard side A23-024 at 2FTS in the
original trainer scheme. Photo RAAF
Right: Photo of A23-047 at 2FTS in similar scheme but
without HDH title. Photo Jim Grant
The second known 2 FTS scheme was basically the same except
that the unit added markings to more clearly identify themselves as
the owners of the machines. This was done to distinguish their aircraft from those that were operated by CFS (Central Flying School)
at East Sale in Vic, in the basic Fanta Can scheme.
The 2 FTS unit crest (see image) was added below the forward
windscreen along with '2 FTS' titles plus the Swan and Torch element from the unit crest on the tail and rudder. The '2 FTS' title consists of a Black '2' along with 'FTS' in Orange, the lettering being applied in Darker shades towards the bottom.
The Swan and Torch on the tail are applied in a simpler format than
depicted on the actual unit crest. The Swan is solid Black only with
the Torch being in shades of Grey with Red flames (it is basically the
same as on the later Red/ White scheme - see next page, but in a
smaller size). Other markings such as Ejection Seat triangles and
the general pattern of the colour scheme were the same as on the
original basic 'Fanta Can' scheme.

PC-9/A formation. Included to show the upper view
pattern common to 1st & 2nd schemes. Photo RAAF

Left: A23-010 in the second 2 FTS scheme. Note how
the 2 FTS on the tail is shaded darker at the bottom.
Photo Mick Mirkovic
Above: Tail of A23-053 in the same scheme.

!   

     



A23-029 in the basic 'Fanta Can' scheme as used at 2 FTS. For details see article text.
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A23-010 in the modified 'Fanta Can' scheme as used at 2 FTS with the full set of unit markings. For details see article text.

Sometime in the late 1990s, the 'Fanta Can' scheme was modified somewhat, gaining some different elements that were more well known on the
later Red/White training scheme. This basically consisted of new style larger
Ejection Seat triangles in Red with a white outline around the outside of the
triangle. At the same time the fin flashes were dropped with the Swan/ Torch
badge replacing them on the forward fin, with very small, Black only 2 FTS
titles above it.
In the 1990s a new Red/White training scheme was introduced on the aircraft used at CFS in EAST Sale. This was overall Gloss Red apart from
Gloss White areas either side of the fuselage and vertical tail, with a triangular White area on each wing (upper and lower - same wing pattern as the
later Roulette modification) plus White elevators.
A Black anti-glare panel was retained along with the new style of modified
larger Ejection Seat triangles but there was no longer any fin flashes carried.
I know that this scheme found its way onto a least a couple of airframes at 2
FTS, but do not have any complete photos that show serial numbers or confirm whether 2 FTS titles etc were carried. No doubt further info will probably come to light on these points as soon as I put this into print, when it does
I will present more illustrations in a later issue of 'IN miniature".

A23-001 in the interim 3rd scheme that was used. Old
pattern and colours but new style ejection seat triangles
and 2 FTS titling. Photo Jim Grant

The final and current scheme being used at 2 FTS also originated via CFS.
The Roulette Aerobatic team (who are part of CFS) modified the Red/White
scheme to add a White vertical tail, with Roundel Blue areas either side of
the rear fuselage. They also changed the Horizontal tail plane colours to Red/
White/Blue. In order to make it easier to rotate airframes between 2 FTS and
CFS (Roulettes), 2 FTS adopted the same scheme but replaced the Roulettes
"R" titles on the tail with their own markings.
This scheme is shown by several photos and drawings on this page. Note
the lack of fin flashes with the Swan/ Torch badge replacing them on the forward fin, with very small, Black only 2 FTS titles above it. For some reason
there is also no anti-glare panel on this scheme and the unit badge is no
longer carried on the forward fuselage, a small White 'last 2' of the serial being carried in a position a little lower than that the badge used to occupy.

A23-034 in the initial version of the new Red/White
training scheme. Photo RAAF Official

2 FTS
Badge

A23-003 at 2 FTS in the later modified 'Roulette' version of the new scheme. Photo RAAF Official
12
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Modified interim 'Fanta Can' scheme with new style ejection seat triangles and 2 FTS titles. For details see text on previous

!  
 



Aircraft in new Red/White scheme. There is some indication that photo may have been taken at Pearce but I can't be sure.
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This is the current Red/White scheme used by 2 FTS. For details see article text and photos.

Left: Shows the 2 FTS tail markings used on the current Red/White scheme (The
badge and 2 FTS titling were also used on the interim modified 'Fanta Can'
scheme).Right: Diamond 9 formation from 2 FTS in the current scheme. Included
to show the layout of the wing and horizontal tail patterns. Photo RAAF Official.
,1
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7)And finally on Airliner Net (www.airliners.net) there are a lot of RAAF
There are some a few very useful references out there that will help PC-9/A photos. Although mostly Roulette shots, there are a lot of phoanyone who is contemplating building a model of a RAAF PC-9/A. tos showing useful closeups of various parts of the airframe.
Ones that I can recommend are as follows:
1) For stencilling etc information see the separate page with a copy of
the painting instructions in this issue.
2)There is a good walkaround of a 2 FTS machine (A23-029) at 'http://
www.perthmilitarymodelling.com/ref-air.htm'on the PMMS site. This
also has some cockpit photos which will come in useful.
3)For a list of RAAF PC-9/A serials & disposition see 'http://www.adfserials.com/3a23.shtml'.
4)For PC-9/A technical info see 'http://members.iinet.net.au/~2fts/
aircraft.html'.
5)For another PC-9 walkaround of a Croatian aircraft see 'http://hrmodeler.tripod.com/pc9/pc9.html'.
6)And for the ultimate PC-9 walkaround (87 photos over 6 pages !!)
see 'http://www.geocities.com/emilx.geo/pilatus/pilatus.html'. Another
Croatian site, this one is highly recommended.

6285&(6
Original photos - Mick Mirkovic, Jim Grant and RAAF sources
Additional information - Ryan Hamilton
Drawings, text and the job of tying all this together (again)- Steve
Mackenzie

),1$/:25'6
Copyright to the photos is held by the nominated sources and they
cannot be reproduced without their prior permission.
The Jim Grant page with a number of walkaround photos taken at 2
FTS can be accessed from the main Index page for this issue.

)76:DONDURXQG
3KRWRVFR-LP*UDQW
The following photos were provided by Jim Grant via Mick Mirkovic. They show several PC-9s in service with 2 FTS at Pearce. Most are of A23-041 in the
current Red/White scheme but there are also several shots of earlier schemes such as the original Orange/White 'Fanta Can' scheme. Thanks to Jim for allowing us to reproduce them. Please note that copyright to these shots is held by Jim Grant and they cannot be reproduced without his prior permission.

Photos JG1 and JG2 are examples of the original 'Fanta Can' scheme but note the different styles of 2 FTS markings on the tail. Photos JG3 and JG4 are interesting. They show A23-015 painted in the new colors of Red/ White
but in the older pattern that applied to the 'Fanta Can' scheme. It is definitely Red/ White as remnants of the old Orange colour can still be seen on the wing root. Only example I have seen of an aircraft so painted.

14
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Photos JG5 to JG11 are of A23-041 in the current Red/
White scheme that is applied to all the training aircraft
used at 2 FTS and also CFS at Sale in Vic.
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Originally 2 FTS aircraft did not have the Blue area that can be seen
on the forward portion of the vertical tail fin and the centre of the Horizontal tail planes. This was a feature of the Roulette scheme that was
applied to all the aircraft in use at CFS Sale, and is apparently being
also applied to 2 FTS aircraft to minimise the amount of repainting required when airframes are moved from CFS to 2 FTS (and vice
versa). It is apparently policy to rotate the airframes as 2 FTS aircraft
do less flying hours than those at Sale. For probably the same reason
the 2 FTS badge is no longer carried on the forward fuselage.

Photos JG12 to JG17 are also of A23-041 in the current
scheme. This uses a completely different pattern to that
which was applied to the Orange/ White machines.
Photo J18 to right shows an aircraft stripped and ready
for repainting at the Aeropaint facility at Jandakot .
16
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Photos JG12 to JG14 show details of the undercarraige,
while JG15 to JG17 are of the tail planes. Note the tiedown point under the rear bumper, various aerials under
the fuselage and electrical discharge rods on the horizontal tail planes.

Finally photos JG19 to JG22 are of the cockpit.

The final illustration appears to be the official Pilatus training aid showing the complete cockpit layout from the net.
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Solomons Airlines DHC-6 rego H4-SID seen at Cairns in 1996
In my opinion, one of the nicest looking types around is the DHC-6
Twin Otter (commonly known as the 'Twotter' ) 18 seat, twin turboprop
short range airliner (or commuter airliner in current parlance). Back in
issue 11/2-3 of 'News and Views' I presented half a dozen toned drawings, although these are in B/W they are neatly done and still very useful for anyone interested in this type (Back issues should still be available of that issue).
As I have mentioned in the last couple of editorials, the intention is to
present some more Twotter material based on photos of airframes that
have been operated in our local region (Aust, Pacific, New Guinea
etc). There have been probably thousands of schemes applied to this
type world wide since they first went into service in the 60s as many
airframes have been passed down from one operator to another over

the years. Although many of these schemes were very nice, I will in
general restrict things to aircraft that are more relevant to our status as
an Aussie based mag.
So here we have the first installment. Don't worry it will take us some
time to run out of material, as I have quite a few photos of different
schemes stored on my hard drive. Also many people will be aware that
the only easily available kit of this type was made in 1/72 scale by
Matchbox many years ago. Luckily this is one of their better models,
and I recommend searching one or two out and stashing them away
as the kit is not easy to find and is probably going to become scarcer
over the years. Some basic info on improving the kit was given in the
previous 1994 article.

Solomon Airlines have operated several DHC-6s over the years. The first H4-SIB joined in Feb 1988, followed by H4-SIA in Oct 1990. H4-SIA
had a fatal crash in Sep 1991 and was replaced by H4-SID. Finally H4-FNT joined them in Dec 1997. These machines have carried at least 3
colour schemes over the years (I drew H4-SIB in a different scheme featuring a 3 colour 2" wide cheat line that ran along the central fuselage
and up the tail in the 1994 article).

'+&   6RORPRQ $LUOLQHV + $6,'
,' 
Overall Gloss White. Blue (15180)/ Yellow (13538)/ Green (14187) Tail (with 5 White stars) and fuselage pin stripe. 'Solomons' title on fuselage is
in Blue (15180) - note all FS numbers quoted are approximate only. The Rego (H4-SID) is Black. Spinners are highly polished Metallic Grey (as
they are on many DHC-6s). The exhaust areas on the engine nacelles, wings and tailplanes (see separately below) and deicing boots on wing
leading edges are all Gloss Black. Rectangular area seen forward of the 'Solomons' title in the photos appears to be the Solomons flag.
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#010703.08
1) Flightpath Magazine vol 3/2 P.26 + Covers
2) Australian Aviation Jul 1998
3) 'News & Views' vol 11/2-3 (1994)

Twin Otter VH-OHP leased by the Australian Army photographed in 2000.
To replace the Nomads that the Army had been using as light transports, Beech King Airs and DHC-6 Twin Otters were leased in about
1997 (at least that was when the first DHC-6s joined) and operated
with Civil regos. The first 2 DHC-6s were VH-HPT and VH-HPY, the
later was replaced after it crashed by VH-OHP in Jul 1998. Both machines are under lease till sometime in 2002 when they will probably
be replaced by purchased King Airs.

I have not seen any photos of VH-HPY which apparently was only
with the Army for about 3 weeks before it's unfortunate demise, but the
other two are illustrated on this page. Both aircraft are in similar colour
schemes but it should be noted that they apparently have very different
avionics fitments as the aerial layouts above the fuselage are different..

+&   $XVWUDOLDQ $UP\ 9+  
Overall Gloss White (but with a distinct creamy caste). The Rego (VH-HPT) is Black. Spinners are highly polished Metallic Grey. The exhaust areas on the engine nacelles, wings and tailplanes (similar pattern to VH-OHP) and deicing boots on the wing leading edges are all
Gloss Black. Note no badge or de-icing boots on vertical tail.
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+&   $XVWUDOLDQ $UP\ 9+  
Overall Gloss White (but with a distinct creamy caste). The Rego (VH-OHP) is Black and the Army badge on tail appears to be in a Dark Bronze
colour. Spinners are highly polished Metallic Grey. The exhaust areas on the engine nacelles, wings and tailplanes (see separately below) and
deicing boots on wing and tailplane leading edges are all Gloss Black. At the time of the photo, the aircraft had '173' (for 173 Sqn based at Amberley) below the fuselage but this was not always carried.

Twin Otter P2-RDM (a model 300) of Talair in 1989. Note last letter carried above cockpit
(standard on all their machines), and 'Talair' title and PNG flag carried forward of wing where
they are hidden from view in the drawing.
Probably the largest user of DHC-6 Twin Otters in our region was the PNG Commuter Airline Talair. In 1989 they had 16 model 200 and 300 airframes in their fleet. All their aircraft seem to have carried basically the same colour scheme apart from the Black radar nose which was not seen
on all airframes.
The colour scheme is very spectacular being Gloss White overall with large areas in a Red which is bordering on Blood Red. An intricate drawing
of a local tribesman which appears to be a company motif is carried each side of the tail in Black facing forward. Other colours are as per the drawing notes. Although this scheme was drawn in the 1994 article, I have repeated it here as it needs to be seen in colour to fully appreciate it.

References
Flightpath Magazine vol 2/2 P.46 + Covers
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+&   7DODLU 3  
Overall Gloss White Red areas on fuselage, tail, wing tips and ends of tail planes. The Rego (P2-RDG) is Black as is the native motif on the tail,
the nose and the fuselage pin stripe. Spinners are highly polished Metallic Grey. The exhaust areas on the engine nacelles and wings and tailplanes (see separately below) and deicing boots on wing and tailplane leading edges are all Gloss Black. At the time of the photo this aircraft did
not carry de-icing boots but some machines have them in photos.

5$$)3LORWVLQWKH5$)
Another of Mick Mirkovic's series of articles on RAAF pilots who flew with RAF Sqns. The attached article is numbered as Part 13 in the series of
articles that Mick has sent me.

E\0LFN0LUNRYLF
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Flown by F/Off K.Watts. Standard Day Fighter scheme. Code Letters and Spinner are Sky. Black serials.
F/Off K.Watts was flying this aircraft when he shot down a FW-190 on Dec 8th 1944 over Rheine. He also shared in downing
a Bf-109G of JG27 on Dec 17 over Grave in this a/c. Sadly he was shot down and killed in this machine on Dec 29, while in
combat with FW-190s of JG54 over the Dummer Sea. He also got a shared probable on Sep 29 in EJ522.
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;   6TQ 5$) 9RONHO 0DU 

Flown by F/O V.L Turner. Standard 2 TAF 1945 scheme. Code Letters are Sky. Black serials and Spinner.
F/Off Val Turner was flying this aircraft when he shot down a FW-190 of II/JG26 on Mar 22nd over the Hespe
area near Rheine. This was his fourth confirmed victory and also his last. He also shot down 2 V-1s over England and is the highest scoring Australian Tempest pilot being awarded the DFC during WWII.

+
 



    

;   6TQ 5$) 9RONHO -DQ 

Flown by P/O F.A.Lang. Standard 2 TAF 1945 scheme. Code Letters are Sky. Black serials and Spinner. There is a
slightly lighter area of Med Sea Grey under the rear fuselage where Invasion Stripes were painted out at one stage.
The Badge appears to be a Kangaroo carrying a Aussie flag on a staff over his shoulder. Background looks to be 2
coloured so I assumed Ground and Sky. This is the best I can do until a closeup photo turns up one day.
P/Off Lang was flying EJ705 on 22 Jan 1945 on a strafing mission near Duhmon, where he claimed 2 Gliders. On 23
Jan he shared in shooting down a Bf-109G over Bramsche also in this aircraft.

+
 



     %   6TQ 5$) 9RONHO -DQ 

Flown by P/O N.J.Ranking. Standard 2 TAF 1945 scheme. Code Letters are Sky. Black serials
and Spinner.
P/Off Ranking shared in shooting down a Bf-109G of II/JG26 near Rheine on Jan 2nd 1945, while
flying this aircraft. He also shot down a Bf-109G on 14th Feb east of Celle while flying EJ705 (see
drawing 3). Sadly he was shot down by Flak east of Vechta near Munster on 30th Mar.
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Photo of W2-X, EJ705 as per drawing 3 on P.22. This machine was regularly flown by several Aussie pilots and carried an appropriate badge forward of the cockpit. Photo RAF Official
This article covers a number of Tempests that were flown by Australians during WWII. Listed above are the aircraft and details of the pilots, the individual
colour details for each drawing should be read in conjunction with the notes below.

Aircraft Colours (profiles 2,3 & 4)
Uppersurfaces - Dark Green/ Ocean Grey.
Lowersurfaces - Medium Sea Grey.
Code Letters - Sky.
Spinners - Black.
Serials - Black.
Insignia- Upperwing Type 'C1'.
Fuselage - Type 'C1'.
Underwing - Type 'C1'.
Fin Flash - Type 'C'.
Outer Wing Leading Edge Stripes - Yellow
This was the scheme used by 2 TAF from Jan 1945 onwards.

Aircraft Colours (profile 1)
Uppersurfaces - Dark Green/ Ocean Grey.
Lowersurfaces - Medium Sea Grey.
Code Letters - Sky.
Spinners - Sky.
Serials - Black.
Fuselage Band - Sky.
Insignia- Upperwing Type 'B'.
Fuselage - Type 'C1'.
Underwing - Type 'C'.
Fin Flash - Type 'C'.
Outer Wing Leading Edge Stripes - Yellow
This was the scheme used by 2 TAF up to Dec 1944. After that the Sky bands were painted out, Spinners painted Black and all roundels changed to 'C1'
type as per above.

References
'The Typhoon & Tempest Story' by Chris Thomas and Chris Shores (Arms and Armour).
Various issues of Australian Aviation magazine (Dennis Newton's War Diary Series).

Article by Mick Mirkovic.
Drawings Steve Mackenzie from originals prepared by Mick Mirkovic.
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Macchi A7-025 of 25 Sqn pictured with A7-076 of 76 Sqn near Pearce. Not surprisingly these two are the most
photographed airframes, being used for a large number of the publicity shots by the RAAF. Photo RAAF Official
To supplement Mick's article on the late Macchi schemes used by 25
Sqn which is elsewhere in this issue, I decided to put together an overall look at the multitude of Macchi schemes that were used by the Sqn
from it's reformation in Dec 1989 till renumbering as 79 Sqn in Apr
1998. Mick did cover the 1990-1 period with 3 drawings that appeared
in the Vol10 No.1 issue of 'News & Views' in 1993, but in line with my
policy of revamping some of our older material I present this here.

early 90s). Macchis Were Not painted in FS Standard paints (apart
from the exception noted of the FS#36118 machines) but in paints that
adhered to British Standard BS381.

The actual colours used are listed in the article by Mick Mirkovic, but it
should be noted that any FS numbers that you see quoted for these
BS381 paints are very approximate only, as the paints were not manufactured to the Federal Standard spec. If painting any RAAF aircraft in
Australia acquired a total of 97 Aermacchi MB326H jet trainers from these BS381 paint finishes, it is highly recommended that you use Brit1967. These served for many years with the Air Force and the Navy as ish manufactured model paints that are correctly matched to the British
a primary jet trainer and lead-in fighter trainer. The PC-9/A was intro- colours.
duced as the RAAF's new primary trainer in the late 1980s to replace
Macchis in that part of the curriculum (see the 2 FTS PC-9/A article The other important point is that Dark Sea Grey BS381C /638 is not
elsewhere in this issue). This resulted in a progressive reduction in use anything like being the same colour as FS36118 Gunship Grey that
of the Macchi for this role. However, 2OCU were experiencing an in- has been used fairly extensively by the RAAF from the 1990s
creased workload in their role of providing lead in fighter training for (including on Macchis that were painted in the overall Grey 'Maritime'
new pilots. It was therefore decided to re-form 76 Squadron at William- scheme). Dark Sea Grey has a strong bluish component to it when
town from the beginning of 1989 and 25 Squadron at Pearce in Dec new (not surprising as it was used by the FAA in WWII as an upper
89.
surface colour) and FS36099 is a much more accurate match for it.
Many publications that have equated this colour to FS36118 over the
The role of 25 Squadron was to convert new pilots to jet aircraft opera- years are incorrect.
tion in general and the Macchi specifically. 76 Squadron administered
an Introductory Fighter Combat course to train pilots destined for Fast I have created separate pages for each basic scheme that I am aware
Jet Operations (read F/A-18 or F-111) in the basics of jet combat be- of having been seen on 25 Sqn Macchis over the years. In addition to
fore they joined an operational unit.
what is drawn here, I do not think that 25 Sqn had any machines
painted up in special commemorative schemes such as the 2 aircraft
A 76 Squadron aircraft crashed during 1990 due to fatigue problems. that served with 76 Sqn (see Darren Mottram's 76 Sqn article on HyA massive investigation into the Macchi fleet's fatigue life resulted, and perscale at 'http://www.clubhyper.com/reference/macchidm_1.htm' for
many airframes were reallocated over the following years. This re- details of the two aircraft involved (A7-022 & 070).
sulted in all manner of weird colour schemes being seen with 25 Sqn
markings superimposed. Towards the end one could even see wings
taken from an airframe painted in the overall Gunship Grey scheme
being mated to a fuselage painted in the earlier Dark Sea Grey/ Olive I have not gone deeply into things such as airframe stencilling, cockpit
Drab/ Light Gull Grey scheme or vice versa.
details etc here. This is covered much better than I could by Darren




First I want to have a few words about Macchi paint finishes (and this
applies to virtually all non U.S manufactured RAAF aircraft prior to the
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Mottram in parts 2 & 3 of his Macchi articles on Hyperscale (see references listed below).

#
There are some very useful references out there that will help anyone
who is contemplating building a model of a RAAF Macchi. Ones that I
can recommend are as follows:
1) 'Aermacchi MB 326 in RAAF Service Part One - 76 Squadron Macchis in the 1990s'
by Darren Mottram. (on Hyperscale site at 'http://www.clubhyper.com/
reference/macchidm_1.htm'. Similar to this 25 Sqn article, it covers the
schemes worn by 76 Sqn Macchis in great detail.
2) 'Aermacchi MB 326 in RAAF Service Part Two - Macchi Cockpit In
Detail' by Darren gives full cockpit details. On Hyperscale at '
http://www.clubhyper.com/reference/macchidm_2.htm'.
3) 'Aermacchi MB 326 in RAAF Service Part Three - Exterior In Detail'
by Darren gives full exterior airframe details. On Hyperscale at '
http://www.clubhyper.com/reference/macchidm_3.htm'.
4) There is a good walkaround of a 2 FTS machine (A7-094) at 'http://
www.perthmilitarymodelling.com/ref-air.htm'on the PMMS site. This
also has six cockpit photos which will come in useful (note article is
currently down but they rotate articles).
5) 'Vampire, Macchi and Iroquois in Australian Service' by Stewart Wilson (published by Aerospace Publications 1994), is recommended as
a very good source of info on the RAAF Macchis. This is one of the
best of the books in the Wilson series.
6) IPMS Australia published a special issue of Modelcraft newsletter in
1982 for the Model Expo that year which is also useful.





Thanks to Mick Mirkovic, Phil Hastie and Wally Civitico for permission
to reproduce photos used in this article. Copyright to the photos is held
by the nominated sources and they cannot be reproduced without their
prior permission.
article by Steve Mackenzie

This photo shows a trio of Sqn aircraft (025, 010 & 002)
near their base at Pearce. Note the 'RAAF Reserve'
above the fuselage roundel titling. Photo RAAF Official

721(6&+(0(

The same trio as pictured above. Photo RAAF via Phil Hastie
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2 shots of A7-010 at Pearce. Who needs to detail the jet pipe, there is an easy way out. Photos Mick Mirkovic

 

     3HDUFH V

Dark Sea Grey BS381C /638 & Olive Drab BS381C /298 upper surfaces with Light Gull Grey BS381C /627 lower surfaces.
White serials and numbers on tip of tail. Red/ White/ Blue roundels (six positions) and tail flashes.

 

     



 

Dark Sea Grey BS381C /638 & Olive Drab BS381C /298 upper surfaces with Light Gull Grey BS381C /627 lower surfaces.
White serials and numbers on tip of tail. Red/ White/ Blue roundels (six positions) and tail flashes. Note 'RAAF Reserve' titles
above the fuselage roundels each side carried at one stage.
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A7-048 pictured in the original scheme. Note how
this is semi gloss. Photo Wally Civitico

Top view of the Macchi scheme as applied to machines in the Dark Sea Grey/ Olive Drab scheme. The pattern is typical for Macchis , but
please note that it varied a fair bit between individual airframes. The Astrocoat application to the leading edges should also be noted. Fuselage
demarcation patterns also varied a fair bit in this scheme, particularly how high the Light Gull Grey under surfaces came up the side of the drop
tanks. Note the differences in photos carefully when modelling.

0$5,7,0(6&+(0(

 

     

 



Overall Gunship Grey FS36118. White serials and numbers on tip of tail. Red/ White/ Blue roundels (six positions) and tail
flashes. Surprisingly I only turned up photos of one aircraft in this scheme complete with the full colour Sqn tail markings.
Undoubtedly there were probably others however.

Another RAAF shot of A7-081 taken at the
same time as the cover shot. Note how the
FS36118 paint looks a lot darker in this shot,
this is typical of this colour which appears to
vary a lot depending on lighting conditions.
Photo RAAF Official
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Beautiful shot of A7-016 probably newly painted in the Maritime scheme with low Vis tail markings. Note how
the paint is Semi Gloss when new and the incomplete number on the tip of the vertical tail. Photo Phil Hastie

 

     



 

Overall Gunship Grey FS36118. White serials and numbers on tip of tail. Red/ White/ Blue roundels (six positions) and tail
flashes. On this 'Low Vis' scheme the Sqn tail markings are in Black outline only.

Left: A7-053 in the Hangar. Once again non standard style of number on tail tip. Right: A7-084 also in the same
scheme (you will have to believe me about the low vis Sqn markings on the tail as I could not get them to show on
the scan). Note aircraft number on flap. Photos Mick Mirkovic
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Overall Gunship Grey FS36118. White serials and numbers on tip of tail. Red/ White/ Blue roundels (six positions) and tail
flashes. This machine had previously been in the 'Fanta Can' scheme when received by 25 Sqn from 2 FTS in 1990.

¶)$17$&$1·6&+(0(

A7-084 was still painted in the 'Fanta Can' scheme when received from 2 FTS. 25 Sqn originally just added their tail
markings, later this same airframe was repainted in the Low Vis Maritime scheme. Photo Wally Civitico

 

     

 



A7-084 in the 'Fanta Can' scheme in which it was originally received. Gloss Orange & White fuselage with lower surfaces in Aluminium
Lacquer. Black serials, Anti-glare panel and 'RAAF Reserve' titles. Light Grey tail plane tip. Red/ White/ Blue roundels (six positions)
and tail flashes. The tip tanks are Orange with Black inner portions for anti-glare.
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Entire lower surfaces of the airframe are completely in Aluminium Lacquer apart from Gloss
Orange areas on the engine intakes as shown
and the tip tanks in Orange with Black inner
portions for anti-glare.

Upper surfaces are mostly Gloss Orange with White panels in the centre of the wing. Area on trailing edge of wings,
flaps and ailerons are in Aluminium Lacquer (same colour as lower surfaces). Outer surface of wing fence is Orange with inner in Black. This is the standard Macchi training scheme and 25 Sqn probably had other aircraft in this
scheme initially.

Another shot of A7-084 in flight. Photo RAAF via Mick Mirkovic
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A7-088 was still painted in a 'Roulette' scheme when received from 2 FTS (they received ex Roulette airframes
when the Roulettes got PC-9/As in 1989). 25 Sqn just added their tail markings, later this airframe was probably repainted in one of the other schemes. Photo Wally Civitico

 

     3HDUFH 

A7-088 in the 'Roulette' scheme in which it was originally received. Gloss Orange & White fuselage with lower surfaces in
Aluminium Lacquer. Black serials, Anti-glare panel and 'RAAF Reserve' titles. Red/ White/ Blue roundels (six positions) and
tail flashes. The tip tanks are Orange with Black inner portions for anti-glare. Very similar to the Fanta Can scheme apart
from the different layout of White on the fuselage and the Yellow areas on the wings (see upper and lower views).
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A7-011 in the 'Roulette' scheme in which it was originally received. Basically same as A7-088 apart from lack of Yellow in the
25 Sqn tail markings.
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Entire lower surfaces of the airframe are completely in Aluminium Lacquer apart from Gloss
Orange areas on the engine intakes and the
Yellow flashes as shown. The tip tanks are in
Orange with Black inner portions for anti-glare.
Upper surfaces are mostly Gloss Orange with Yellow arrow panels on both the wings and tailplanes. Areas on trailing edge of wings, flaps and ailerons are still in Aluminium Lacquer (same as the Fanta Can scheme). Outer surface
of wing fence is Orange with inner in Black. This was one of the many schemes used by the Roulettes on Macchis (I
will draw the Roulette aircraft in a later issue of 'IN miniature').

¶6,/9(5·6&+(0(

A7-095 was painted in a 1960/70s style overall aluminium lacquer scheme by 25 Sqn in 1993. Photo Wally Civitico
As soon as I saw the photo of A7-095 in this scheme, I knew something was wrong as due to the Macchi airframes being rotated over the
years to even up airframe hours, there was no way a machine would
still be painted like this. This also applied to airframes that were held in
storage at various times. Another suspicious point was that there was
no Astrocote finish applied to the leading edges of the flying surfaces
as there should have been.
Mick Mirkovic has advised that the foreman of the paint finishing shop
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at Pearce confirmed to him that this airframe was painted like this as
an exercise in paint finishing. At the time in 1993, this machine was
grounded (non flyable) due to fatique problems, during the period when
25 Sqn had only 3 flyable airframes. It was never intended to actually
be operated while painted like this. Would make a very different model
however.

 

     3HDUFH 

A7-095 painted in a 1960/70s style overall aluminium lacquer scheme. Black serials and Anti-glare panel. Red/ White/ Blue roundels
(six positions) and tail flashes. Note no Yellow in the 25 Sqn tail markings.

+,*+9,66&+(0(

A7-016 in the Maritime scheme with High Vis tail markings. Note the incomplete number on the tip of the
vertical tail still exists. Scheme is drawn in Mick's article. Photo RAAF Official
The last set of schemes that 25 Sqn used were of course the 3 tone scheme and the Overall Gunship Grey scheme complete with Yellow 'High
Vis' anti-collision arrowheads on wings and tailplanes. See the article by Mick Mirkovic for full details of machines in these schemes.

A7-096 also in the same
scheme. Photo Mick
Mirkovic
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Decal Review – Santa Cruz Decals
Scale: 1/72 & 1/48
Price: About $13.00-15.00 AUD includes GST (Aust. only). Postage additional.
Review Type: First Look
Status: Recent Releases
Decal Options: 1 (see individual sheet details)
Catalogue Numbers: SC48.05 - F-16A - "Red Flag"
SC48.04 - A-7P - "64000 Horas (Hours)"
Content: One decal sheet (markings and some Stencilling), and a single-sided page of drawings
and instructions
Advantages: The A-7P has great tail art, and is a welcomed alternative to the A-7.
The F-16 adds variety to modelling a European F-16.
Disadvantages: Poor instruction sheets & instructions are all in Portuguese
Recommendation: Highly recommended to anyone interested in Portuguese Air Force
SC48.05 - F-16A - "Red Flag"
This set contains decals for 15108, which attended the "Red Flag" exercise in the United States. The colour scheme is standard for the F-16,
with roundels, fin flash and squadron marking of a "Falcon" in an attack
position on the tail. Aircraft stencilling with Portuguese writing is also included.

SC48.04 - A-7P - "64000 Horas (Hours)"
34
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SC48.04 - A-7P - "64000 Horas (Hours)"
This set contains decals for the aircraft 15521, which attended the
clocked 64000 hours flight time in 1999. This aircraft is one of the US
Navy aircraft refurbished and sold to the Portuguese Air Force The colour scheme is standard for the F-16, with roundels, fin flash and squadron marking of a "Falcon" in an attack position on the tail. Aircraft stencilling with Portuguese writing is also included.

Summary
Standard decals sheet contains squadron markings, roundels, fin flashes
and squadron markings. FS numbers are given for all colours, which are
needed for each aircraft. The paint plan is single-sided page of B/W
drawings, which the F-16 is adequate, but the A-7P is poor. Instructions
for Santa Cruz decals are in Portuguese, so a phase book may come in
handy. These decals are printed by Carpena, therefore are well done,
and very good colour registration. Past experience with Carpena decals
would suggest that they go down on a high gloss finish to ensure they
settle correctly. Other decals in the range include the Fiat G-97Y in many
of the Portuguese Air Force schemes include the 'Tiger Meet" colours.
These will be popular with Heller release this kit in 1/48 scale. These decals are mainly for the 1/72 market and hence the selection is about
twice that of 1/48, including C-130s, Falcon 50s, and other Portuguese
Air Force Aircraft.

Thanks to Hawkeye Models Australia for the review sets.
Hawkeye Models Australia can be contacted on:
Steve Evans
Hawkeye Models Australia
6 Amaroo Close
Blue Haven NSW 2262
Australia
0011 61 4390 8463
sgevans@bigpond.com

Review by Ryan Hamilton

Decal Review – Selection of Australian Airliner Decals
7(&+1,&$/'$7$
Scale: 1/200, 1/144 & 1/72
Price: Between $10.00 & $20.00 AUD includes GST (Aust. only). Postage additional.
Review Type: First Look
Status: Recent Releases
Decal Options: 1 or 2 (see individual sheet details)
Manufacturer: Model Alliance (Hawkeye Models Australia)
Catalogue Numbers: CDS-005 Decal Set - "City of Melbourne" Boeing 747-400 - Melbourne
Formula 1 Scheme - 1/144
CDS-099 Decal Set- QANTAS HS-125 Trainer - 1/72
CDS-081 Decal Set- QANTAS Boeing 747-300/400 - 75th Anniversary scheme - 1/144
CDS-010 Decal Set- TAA Boeing 727 - Central Australia scheme - 1/144
CDS-011 Decal Set- TAA Douglas DC-9 - 1/144
CDS-021 Decal Set- Ansett Douglas DC-9 - 1/144
Content: Decal sheet and double-sided page of drawings and instructions
Advantages: Covers many Australian Airliners, which have not previously been released
Disadvantages: Decals are thin and need care when applying - READ THE INSTRUCTIONS!
Some decals are Limited Release only, so check for availability
Recommendation: Highly recommended to anyone interested in Australian Airliners
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Review by Ryan Hamilton

CDS-081 Decal Set

- QANTAS Boeing 747-300/400 - 75th

Anniversary scheme - 1/144
Hawkeye Models Australia's recent selection of Australian Airliner
decals goes a far way in filling the void of Australian Airliners overlooked for many years. With new kits from Revell and Academy,
making 1/144 scale kits popular once again, Hawkeye now enable
the modeller to build many Australian examples which have till now
been unavailable:

This set contains decals for the 75th Anniversary scheme, which is
the standard Qantas colour, with an Anniversary pendent on the forward fuselage. Decals enable you to use them on the B747 300 &
400 versions.

CDS-005 Decal Set

The set contains decals the TAA B727 painted in the 1970s "Central
Australia" scheme, which depicts Ayres Rock and a desert scene that
bends into the fuselage. The set is designed for the Airfix B727,
which is readily available.

- "City of Melbourne" Boeing 747-400 Melbourne Formula 1 Scheme - 1/144
This set contains decals for the Melbourne Formula 1 scheme, which
depicts a F1 car down the side of the fuselage and a coloured checkers following. Decals are designed for the 1/144 Revell 747-400
"British Airways" edition (to ensure you have the correct engines).

CDS-010 Decal Set - TAA B727 Central Australian - 1/144

CDS-11 Decal Set - TAA Blue 'T' Tail - 1/144
CDS-99 Decal Set - HS125 - QANTAS Trainer - 1/72

This set contains decals for a standard DC-9 from the 1960s era.
The aircraft is silver and white with a blue "T" on the tail. Again, this is

This aircraft is sometimes forgotten in the history of Qantas, but
played a large role in train air crews of larger airliners. Sadly, these
decals are designed for the Airfix 1/72 HS.125 Dominie with is currently unavailable. With the current pattern of re-issued kit it probably
won't be long before we see this kit back on the shelves. This sheet
contains decals for all three examples shown below.
designed for the Airfix kit.

CDS-12 Decal Set - Ansett DC-9 1972 - 1/144
This set contains decals for a standard Ansett DC-9 from the early
1970s. The aircraft is silver and white with a standard red trim & "A"

on the tail. Again, this is designed for the Airfix kit.

Summary
Most decals come as a single sheet and instructions illustrated in a
double-sided page of coloured drawings and a list of instruction.
These instructions should be read very carefully. These decals are
not like normal decals, as they are not sealed, which will prevent yellowing or cracking. The decals are not individual, and hence, have to
be individually cut out. This requires care, especially with smaller
stencilling. Depending on the scheme of the airliner, the colours may
appear to be translucent. This is not the case for the Qantas aircraft
as most are all over white, but for the 1960s/70s airlines, which contain a lot more natural metals, you may want to think about painting
the majority of the background colour before applying the decals.
Finally, please check with Hawkeye Models as some sets may not be
available from time to time. Although I didn't receive a review set, the
QANTAS Super Constellation an Ansett DC-6B are superb.
Thanks to Hawkeye Models Australia for the review sets.
Hawkeye Models Australia can be contacted per the previous review
on Santa Cruz Decals.

Reviewed by Ryan Hamilton
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Winners Annual Competitions
24th November 2001
Competition

Name

Model

Large Scale Aircraft Pieter Stroethoff
F-4 Phantom
Small Scale Aircraft Gary Wickham
Pilatus PC-6 Porter
Steve Varhegyi Bismark
Ships
Gary Wickham
Science Fiction
USS Rio Grande
Mark Nolan
Figures
U.S Infantry - NBC Suit
No Entries
N/A
Cars
Trucks & Commercial Vehicles No Entries
N/A
Open Competition No Entries N/A
Dioramas Jim Travis Samurai Warriors
Michael Elst
Large Scale AFVs
SturmGeschutz III

Small Scale AFVs
Out of the Box
Arado E-555
Junoir
Best Novice Model
Ki-84 'Frank'
Motorsports
Speedway Midget

Mark Nolan T-34
Dave Connolly
No Entries N/A
Andrew Woods
Rhys Crosskill

Pieter Stroethoff
Model of the Year
F-4 Phantom
N/A
Modeller of the Year Jon Willis
Competitor of the Year John McNeilly N/A
N/A
Most Improved Modeller Dale Cleary
Encouragement Award Andrew Woods N/A
Gary Wickham
Secretary's Award
F-18 Hornet
Anthony Butters Memorial Trophy
Pieter Stroethoff
F-4 Phantom
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Display Models Feb & Mar
Meetings
Due to lack of room (obviously) in the printed format, this publication does not
have the 430+ photos comprising the November Annual Comps plus the models
from the Dec and Jan meetings which are on the electronic (CD) version. This
sample is all I can fit in here.
The photos are courtesy of Mick Elst. Thanks to Mick for permission to reproduce them. For those with an Internet connection who are not aware, Mick photographs ALL the models at every IPMS and APMA meeting (and also the occasional AMMS meeting) with his digital camera and posts them to his website at
‘http://www.fortunecity.com/skyscraper/siliconex/1710/Link_page.html’ usually
within a couple of days after the meeting.
Mick's site includes many more photos than those presented here. There could be
anything from 1-6 photos of each model on his site. A visit is greatly recommended
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